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JOINT INTERVENORS’ INITIAL COMMENTS ON LOUISVILLE GAS AND
ELECTRIC COMPANY AND KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY’S
JOINT 2021 INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN
Metropolitan Housing Coalition, Kentuckians for the Commonwealth, Kentucky Solar
Energy Society, and Mountain Association (collectively, “Joint Intervenors”) appreciate the
opportunity to offer these comments and accompanying expert reports in response to the 2021
Joint Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”) of Louisville Gas and Electric Company and Kentucky
Utilities Company (“LG&E/KU” or “the Companies”).
INTRODUCTION
Integrated Resource Planning is a serious enterprise, and unfortunately the Companies
have not done it justice. The inadequacy of the Companies’ IRP is reflected in: (1) the choice of
process, methodologies, and modeling tools; (2) the failure to consider impacts on and needs of
all customers, including low- and fixed-income customers; (3) the neglect of demand-side
resources and potentially cost-effective demand-side potential; and (4) the failure to reasonably
evaluate risks posed by different resource choices and portfolios.
Unfortunately, these flaws undermine the usefulness and validity of the integrated
resource planning exercise. As a result, Joint Intervenors submit that the Companies’ 2021 Joint
IRP would provide insufficient evidentiary support for selection of new resources and
insufficient evidentiary support for the assumed retirement dates of existing generation units.
Joint Intervenors recommend a suite of improvements necessary to make both this and
the Companies’ next IRP a more meaningful exploration of the lowest-cost and lowest-risk
portfolio of resources available to meet customer needs at in a fair, just, and reasonable manner,
with affordable rates, and optimizing customer value.

Joint Intervenors’ comments are informed in substantial part by the work of experts Anna
Sommer and Chelsea Hotaling of Energy Futures Group, and James Owen of Renew Missouri.
The experts’ reports are provided as Attachments and adopted in full as part of this comment.
Joint Intervenors’ silence on any issue, analysis, or conclusion advanced in the Companies’ IRP
should not be taken as support. Joint Intervenors appreciate the Companies having made their
modelers available for clarifications needed by the Energy Futures Group.
FACTUAL CONTEXT
Collectively, Kentucky Utilities Company (“KU”) and LG&E serve nearly one million
electric customers in over ninety Kentucky counties. In the words of Paul Thompson, the
Companies’ recently retired President, Chairman, and CEO, their “business remains one of the
most capital-intensive industries in the world.”1 The capital-intensive nature of utility service is
reflected in the Companies’ revenue requirements, collectively compelling payments from
Kentucky customers in excess of $2.5 billion every year.2
Much of that cost is driven by capital investments in developing and maintaining the
resources relied on to meet customers’ energy needs. Ideally, these capital investments are first
studied as part of long-range IRP processes and invariably end up in rate base. In 2018, KU’s
reported rate base was $3.6 billion, and forecasted to surpass $4.3 billion by 2021.3 LG&E’s

1

Direct Testimony of Paul W. Thompson, at 6, In the Matter of Elec. Application of Ky. Util.
Co. for an Adjustment of its Elec. Rates, Case No. 2018-00294 (Sept. 28, 2018) (“Thompson
Direct”).
2

Attachment to Filing Requirement 807 KAR 5:001 Section 16(7)(h)(4), Case No. 2018-00294
(reflecting Kentucky Utilities’ annual revenue requirement in excess of $1.5 billion); Attachment
to Filing Requirement 807 KAR 5:001 Section 16(7)(h)(4), Case No. 2018-00295 (reflecting
Louisville Gas & Electric Company electric annual revenue requirement in excess of one
billion).
3

Attachment to Filing Requirement 807 KAR 5:001 Section 16(7)(h)(12), Case No. 2018-00294.
2

reported rate base, provided in their most-recent rate case, was approximately $2.5 billion and
rising.4 On a combined basis, the Companies’ rate base reflects over $6 billion of public
investment.
These public investments, while strikingly large, do not exaggerate the importance of the
essential service being provided. The Companies’ customers include households, businesses, and
industry; libraries, schools, and hospitals; pharmacies, churches, and museums. All customers
depend on the Companies for energy services, and pay rates that are supposed to be fair, just, and
reasonable in return.
Integrated Resource Planning is at the core of that compact. Utility resource decisions are
a direct and substantial driver of the services available, and the costs paid. In order to ensure
good decision-making, it is essential to have quality forecasts of customer needs and robust
analysis of all potentially cost-effective options.
Furthermore, fundamentally linked to the utilities’ business model, there is now an
overarching societal need to rapidly transition our economy to net-zero carbon emissions. The
global energy transition is undeniably underway, and its urgency has grown with each passing
year. As LG&E and KU presently source 97% of their energy from fossil fuels, the energy
transition poses a tremendous but necessary challenge, with risks and opportunities for their
customers. The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change warns that we must
reduce global carbon emissions by 45% from 2010 levels by 2030 and to net zero by 2050, if we
are to have any chance of limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees C.5 The International Energy

4

Attachment to Filing Requirement 807 KAR 5:001 Section 16(7)(h)(12), Case No. 2018-00295.

5

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Global Warming of 1.5o C, Ch. 2 at 116 (2018),
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/05/SR15_Chapter2_Low_Res.pdf.
3

Agency in 2021 published a Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector to achieve net zero by 2050,
and stated, “The energy sector is the source of around three-quarters of greenhouse gas emissions
today and holds the key to averting the worst effects of climate change, perhaps the greatest
challenge humankind has faced.”6 In response to this great challenge, PPL (the parent company
of LG&E and KU) has joined hundreds of other corporations in making a net-zero carbon
commitment.7 In light of all this, climate change must be considered as a core concern in the
Integrated Resource Planning for all electric utilities, an essential factor in the context in which
the utilities operate.
DISCUSSION
I.

The Companies’ process, methodologies, simplifying assumptions, and
documentation resulted in an inadequate Integrated Resource Plan.
The Companies’ approach to their triennial Integrated Resource Planning exercise leaves

much to be desired. In the attached expert report, Anna Sommer and Chelsea Hotaling of Energy
Futures Group (“EFG”) detail a number of the ways in which the Companies fell short, and make
recommendations on how the Companies’ process, methodology, resource assumptions, and
documentation can be materially improved in the next IRP. (Exhibit 1). The EFG Report is
adopted and incorporated in these Comments in its entirety. Key observations from the EFG
Report include the following:
1. The Companies’ IRP does not identify a least-cost plan or a preferred resource
plan. Ex. 1, EFG Report, Section 1.

6

International Energy Agency, Net Zero by 2050: A Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector at 2,
Summary for Policymakers, https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7ebafc81-74ed-412b-9c605cc32c8396e4/NetZeroby2050-ARoadmapfortheGlobalEnergySector-SummaryforPolicyMaker
s_CORR.pdf.
7

PPL Corp., Sustainability, https://www.pplweb.com/sustainability/climate-action/ (last
accessed Apr. 21, 2022).
4

2. The Companies used different models for capacity expansion and production
cost modeling, increasing the possibility of inconsistent assumptions and
constraints, increasing opportunities for errors, and reducing transparency. Ex.
1, EFG Report, Sections 2 and 3.4.
3. The Companies used capacity expansion modeling to optimize portfolios in
only the final year of the planning period, rather than using the model to
optimize decisions about when within the planning period resources should be
added or retired. Ex. 1, EFG Report, Section 3.2.
4. The Companies developed individual expansion portfolios for each of nine
different scenarios, but never tested how any among those portfolios might
perform under a variety of future conditions or scenarios. Ex. 1, EFG Report,
Section 3.2.
5. The Companies have not evaluated potentially economically-optimal unit
retirements. Ex. 1, EFG Report, Section 3.2.3.
6. The Companies have not evaluated the cost-effectiveness of additional energy
efficiency and demand response investments, instead exclusively focusing on
supply-side resources. Ex. 1, EFG Report, Section 3.2.2.
7. The Companies have not provided adequate documentation to confirm all the
constraints and assumptions used in the modeling. Ex. 1, EFG Report, Section
3.2.4.
8. The Companies performed a single production cost modeling run of a single
portfolio (Base Load and Base Fuel scenario portfolio). As a result, the
Companies can provide the present value of revenue requirements for only
that single portfolio, and no comparison to other portfolios is possible. Ex. 1,
EFG Report, Section 3.3.
9. The Companies’ IRP does nothing to consider the risks associated with carbon
pricing, carbon regulation, or carbon reduction goals. Ex. 1, EFG Report,
Section 3.5
10. The Companies are using an outdated approach to reserve margin analysis,
using load duration curves incapable of accurately capturing the reliability
impacts of variable or time-dependent resources. Ex. 1, EFG Report, Section
4.1
11. The Companies analysis evaluating a range of scenarios for achieving
aggressive emission reduction goals is methodologically dubious and appears
to misrepresent costs, resource options, resource performance, and efficiency
savings. Ex. 1, EFG Report, Section 5.1.
5

12. The Companies’ Solar Intermittency Study is out of sync with applicable
balancing standards, current operating conditions, and the capabilities of
modern renewable and storage systems. Ex. 1, EFG Report, Section 5.2.
Combined, these flaws mean that the 2021 IRP does not examine all the potentially costeffective resource options available to the utility; does not provide sufficient information to
determine whether the Companies’ acquisition plan is lowest cost; does not test the robustness of
any portfolio under a variety of future scenarios; and does not consider whether existing units
may be economically retired. This is especially concerning in light of the substantial costs and
risks posed by the Companies’ existing generation portfolio, and the prospect of needing to
replace substantial amounts of generating capacity over the next fifteen years, potentially at great
cost to customers.
That said, there is considerable potential to improve the Companies’ next IRP process,
using tools and data already at hand. The EFG Report provides specific recommendations along
those lines, including the following:
1. Encourage the Companies to establish an ongoing IRP stakeholder process
for the purpose of considering and inviting stakeholder input and review on
certain potentially complex changes to the Companies’ IRP methodology,
inputs, and assumptions including, but not limited to:
a. The Companies’ reserve margin study;
b. The development and modeling of the portfolios considered in the IRP;
c. The manner in which unit retirement is evaluated;
d. The RTO membership analysis;
e. The source of and manner in which new resource costs and supply are
developed, e.g., demand-side management (“DSM”) and other distributed
energy resources (DERs); and
f. The modeling tools used in the development of the IRP.
2. Encourage the Companies to negotiate a discounted, project-based licensing
fee that permits interested intervenors the ability to perform their own
6

modeling runs in the same software package(s), and encourage the Companies
to absorb the cost of these licensing fees.
3. Clarify that upon filing of an IRP, LG&E/KU should make available, on
request and ideally simultaneously with filing of the IRP, the modeling inputs
(including settings) and outputs, assumptions, any post-processing
spreadsheets (e.g. to create the revenue requirements) in electronic
spreadsheet format, and the model manual(s).
4. Recommend that the Companies adopt the typical practice of using a single
model for capacity expansion and production cost modeling.
5. Direct the Companies to model a full planning period and not just a single
year.
6. Recommend that the Companies document their analytical work so that it
clearly conveys the steps taken and information relied upon.
7. Encourage the Companies to limit out-of-model adjustment and include as
many system costs in the model as is feasible.
8. Direct the Companies to economically evaluate all potentially cost-effective
resource options available to it, specifically including a wide range of levels
of new and expanded DSM and other DERs such as distributed solar and
storage. The DSM levels should be developed through the meaningful and
participatory collaboration of the DSM Advisory Group as previously
recommended by Staff.
9. Direct the Companies to consider key issues or uncertainties potentially
impacting their resource plan, particularly including analysis of the impacts of
a carbon price and meeting a significant emission reduction goal, such as
PPL’s corporate goal, on the Companies’ resource plans.
10. Encourage the Companies to cease use of the Equivalent Load Duration Curve
Model (“ELDCM”) for reliability modeling.

7

By adopting these recommendations, the Companies can significantly improve their resource
planning exercise, better ensuring that future resource decisions will be low cost and low risk
customer investments.
II.

Integrated Resource Planning should be grounded in an understanding of
customer needs and potential impacts on customers.
Joint Intervenors recognize that Integrated Resource Planning is concerned with

answering the question of what combination of demand- and supply-side resources, over time,
are likely to meet customer needs at the lowest cost with the least risk exposure.8 Unlike the
Companies, however, Joint Intervenors submit that answering that question necessarily requires
an examination of customers’ needs over the planning period and evaluation of how customers
will be impacted by different resource choices. LG&E/KU’s 2021 IRP falls short in this regard.
As set out below, the Companies’ view that customer needs and customer impacts are
irrelevant to resource planning is misplaced. The Companies’ demand- and supply-side resources
are paid for by their customers and intended to serve customer needs, making it essential to begin
an analysis of future resource options by considering customer needs and impacts. With this
foundation, integrated resource planning stands the best chance of optimizing customer value
from demand- and supply-side investments.
A. The unique needs of low- and fixed-income customers should be evaluated
and incorporated into the IRP process.
The Companies aim “to provide all customers, irrespective of income or other
demographic criteria, with safe and reliable service at the lowest reasonable cost,” but the
Companies have not considered or performed any analysis of the impacts of the proposed

8

807 KAR 5:058.
8

Integrated Resource Plan on residential customers with low- or fixed- incomes.9 In response to a
request to explain this disconnect, the Companies opine that there is “neither a requirement nor
authority to differentiate between low- and fixed-income customers and all other customers in an
IRP.”10 Respectfully, the Companies are mistaken; their view is unsupported by law and logic.
1.

The Companies’ view is unsupported by law.

The Companies’ view that they need not consider all customers’ needs in the course of
resource planning is unsupported by Kentucky law. The Companies do have an obligation to
consider the needs of all customers—including low- and fixed-income customers. Monopoly
utilities must provide adequate, efficient, and reasonable service,11 implicitly requiring some
understanding of service needs. The IRP regulation further invites an analysis of customer needs
in multiple respects, and nowhere discourages utilities from considering the unique needs of lowand fixed-income customers. For example, load forecasting data is to be provided not only at the
customer class level, but also at any greater level of disaggregation available;12 and plan
summaries must include descriptions of the utilities’ customers and service territories, without
limitation;13and include key economic and demographic assumptions or projections.14

9

Response of Louisville Gas and Electric Company and Kentucky Utilities Companies to Joint
Intervenors’ Supplemental Discovery Requests, Question 2.8, In the Matter of Elec. Application
of Ky. Am. Water Co. for an Adjustment of Rates, Case No. 2021-00393 (Mar. 25, 2022)
(Response to JI Q”).
10

Id.

11

KRS 278.030(2).

12

807 KAR 5:058(7)(1) (requiring historical and forecasted information regarding loads,
provided by customer class or any greater level of disaggregation available).
13

807 KAR 5:058(5)(1).

14

807 KAR 5:058(5)(3).
9

To explain their rationale for not considering customer needs and impacts in this IRP, the
Companies cite two authorities, but neither supports their position. First, the Companies offer
that, in a 2005 Kentucky-American Water Company rate case, “the Commission stated that
special low-income rates are not permissible,”15 but this is not a rate case and establishment of
low-income rates is not at issue. Rather, Joint Intervenors sought an explanation of how the
Companies’ IRP could possibly reflect the objective to provide all customers with safe and
reliable service at the lowest reasonable cost, given that the Companies have not performed any
analysis of how their projected resource decisions would impact customers, particularly low- and
fixed-income customers.16
The Companies next refer to a three-page procedural order, issued January 3, 2019, in
Kentucky-American Water Company’s 2018 rate case, for the proposition that “affordability is
not a factor that the Commission can consider . . . .”,17 as though that amounts to a jurisdictional
bar against Kentucky utilities considering how low- and fixed-income customers are served or
impacted by resource choices. It does not. Indeed, in that very same case, by the Commission’s
own request, Kentucky-American presented a witness able to discuss programs intentionally
designed to assist low-income customers.18 This is one among many instances where the

Response to JI Q 2.8 (“Also, nearly two decades ago the Commission stated that special lowincome rates are not permissible.” (citing Adjustment of the Rates of Ky. Am. Water Co., Case
No. 2004-00103, Order at 82–84 (Ky. PSC Feb. 28, 2005)).
15

16

Id.

17

Id. (citing Order at 3, In the Matter of Elec. Application of Ky. Am. Water Co. for an
Adjustment of Rates, Case No. 2018-00358 (Ky. PSC Jan. 3, 2019)).
18

Order at 87, In the Matter of Elec. Application of Ky. Am. Water Co. for an Adjustment of
Rates, Case No. 2018-00358 (June 27, 2019), https://psc.ky.gov/pscscf/2018%20Cases/201800358//20190627_PSC_ORDER01.pdf.
10

Commission and courts have considered the unique needs of low-income customers, including
consideration of affordability as a critical consumer interest.19
Thus, while it is certainly true that the Companies did not particularly analyze the needs
of their low- and fixed-income customers as part of their long-term planning exercise, Kentucky
law neither requires nor excuses that decision.
2.

The Companies’ view is unsupported by logic and makes for bad planning.

In addition to being unsupported by law, the Companies’ view that their customers’ needs
are irrelevant to long-term resource planning defies logic and makes for bad planning.
Determining whether “all customers” are receiving safe and reliable service at the lowest
reasonable cost requires some analysis of customers’ needs and of how all customers—including
low- and fixed-income residential customers—are impacted by resource decisions.
However, it seems the Companies cling to an antiquated view of their business in which
all they do is generate, sell, and transmit electrons to customers. That approach may return
profits to shareholders; but it cannot optimize the value returned to customers. Returning value to
customers requires recognition of customers’ unique needs and exploration of the full suite of
energy resources and services capable of meeting those unique needs.

E.g., Ky. Indus. Util. Customers, Inc. v. Ky. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 504 S.W.3d 695, 705 (Ky. Ct.
App. 2016) (observing that monopoly service “strips consumers of the right to price shop for the
most affordable rates,” leaving consumers dependent on the Commission to ensure affordability);
Nat’l–Southwire Aluminum Co. v. Big Rivers Elec. Corp., 785 S.W.2d 503 (Ky. Ct. App.1990)
(affirming Commission’s consideration of affordability when it approved variable rates); Order
at 1, In the Matter of An Assessment of Ky.’s Elec. Generation, Transmission and Distrib. Needs,
Case 2005-00090, 2005 WL 612858 (Mar. 10, 2005) (“Residential consumers, particularly those
with low or fixed incomes, depend on low electricity rates in order to afford other goods and
service.”); Order, In the Matter of the Application Of Louisville Gas & Elec. Company to adjust
its gas rates and to increase its charges for disconnecting service, reconnecting service and
returned checks, Case No. 2000-080, 2008 WL 1791791 (Sept. 27, 2000) (considering impact of
disconnection and reconnection charge changes on low-income customers).
19

11

With respect to the needs of their low- and fixed-income residential customers, the
Companies integrated no historical data into their planning exercise, and disregarded the
correlation between customer usage and bill impacts; made no attempt to discern residential enduse trends across their service territories; provided no analysis of impacts from increasing costs
of generation; provided no analysis of impacts from the preferred portfolio; offered no
examination of potential for disparate economic impacts;20 and made no use of available
environmental justice screening tools.21
The Companies fail to acknowledge the distinction between rates and bills, and how
usage patterns, driven by circumstances, can drive up bills for low-income customers, even when
they share the same rates as their higher-income neighbors. For the customer, it is ultimately the
size of their bills that matter—how much a household has to pay each month. While providing
the same rates to all customers is one element in preventing unreasonable discrimination (as
required by statute), ignoring demographic and historical data about customers leads to the
perpetuation of inequities and missed opportunities.
With their question responses, the Companies make it clear that they do not recognize the
connections between resource choices and customer needs or customer impacts. However, those
connections clearly exist. For example, the Companies’ IRP assumes in all scenarios that all
existing energy efficiency and demand response programs, including the WeCare program, do

20

Response of Louisville Gas and Electric Company and Kentucky Utilities Company to Joint
Intervenors’ Initial Discovery Requests, Question 1.2, In the Matter of Elec. Application of Ky.Am. Water Co. for an Adjustment of Rates, Case No. 2021-00393 (Feb. 11, 2022) (“Response to
JI Q”).
21

Response to JI Q 2.97.
12

not continue beyond 2025, and that program investment and energy savings cease thereafter.22 If
the Companies act consistently with that assumption, low-income customers will lose valuable
weatherization support, leaving them with one less avenue to potentially lower their usage and
their monthly bills, and forcing higher energy and demand needs to the system as a whole.23
In addition to illustrating the direct connection between resource decisions, customer
need, and customer impact, the WeCare program also reflects the Companies’ disparate impact
problem. In the Companies’ view, considering the unique needs and circumstances of low- and
fixed-income customers in their service territories would be discriminatory24; but that view
misses the potential for disparate impact when differently situated customers are treated as
though they are the same. Differently situated customers will have different needs, which can be
met via a diverse portfolio of resources and services.
Here in Kentucky, for example, the housing code did not require insulation in new
buildings until the 1980s, and as a result, much of the housing stock built before the 1980s lacks

22

2021 Joint Integrated Resource Plan of Louisville Gas and Electric Company and Kentucky
Utilities Company, Volume I, 2021 IRP Long-Term Resource Planning Analysis at Tbl. 8-12
(“2021 IRP, Vol. I”) (showing incremental DSM savings of zero for all programs after 2025); id.
at Tbl. 8-13 (showing cumulative DSM savings are flat or falling after 2025); id. at Tbl. 8-14
(providing DSM program costs for only 2019–2025).
23

The Companies provided conflicting information on the continuation of the WeCare Program.
Although no savings or costs from the program were included in the Companies’ IRP analysis, in
response to discovery, the Companies say they “expect to apply to continue the [WeCare]
program” beyond 2025. Response to JI Q 1.2(j). At best, this is another example of the
Companies not taking the IRP process seriously. The Companies’ IRP should fully incorporate
and analyze the actions LG&E/KU expect to take over the course of the planning period. In this
instance, that means that costs and savings from the existing demand-side management programs
that the Company may continue beyond 2025 are evaluated in the resource optimization
modeling, under a methodology that puts those resources on equal footing with their supply-side
counterparts.
24

Response to JI Q 2.8.
13

insulation.25 Without insulation, homes waste energy year-in and year-out, driving unnecessary
costs to individual customers and the system as a whole. Publicly available reports have shown
that most of these older homes are in predominantly low-income areas, often occupied by renters
and people of color.26 These facts reflect a structural inequity, borne of our history, and
disproportionately drive up energy costs for low-income customers.
The Companies’ WeCare Program, and other DSM programs dedicated to helping lowincome customers reduce energy waste and control bills, help resolve this structural inequity to
the benefit of customers, communities, and the state as a whole. On the other hand, if the
Companies end the WeCare Program after 2025, (and fail to develop new, effective efficiency
programs), and continue to plan their resource portfolio with disregard for the unique service
needs of different groups of customers, low-income customers will continue to be
disproportionately burdened.
B. Low- and Fixed-Income Customers face unique risks and have unique
service needs.
In order to ensure that low- and fixed-income customers maintain energy access, it is
important to consider their unique needs in the course of long-term planning, including
affordability. Customer bills are driven by utility resource decisions, and bills are getting

25

The first edition of the Kentucky Building Code was adopted in 1980 and based on the BOCA
Basic Building Code 7th ed. See generally KRS Ch. 198B; 815 KAR Ch. 7.
26

E.g., Louisville Metro Government, Louisville Housing Needs Assessment at 53 (Feb. 2019),
https://louisvilleky.gov/housing/document/hnafinal190222pdf (“Housing age varies greatly by
market area. Homes tend to be oldest in Northwest Core, University, Southeast Core, and West
Core, and while a newer housing stock exists in the eastern market areas.”); Metropolitan
Housing Coalition, 2020-2021 State of Metropolitan Housing Report at 23–27 (Aug. 2020),
https://metropolitanhousing.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/MHC_2020_21_report_4_web_
updated7-29-21.pdf (reporting housing segregation data for Louisville/Jefferson County and the
Louisville MSA).
14

increasingly unaffordable. “Utility costs play an ever-increasing role in the overall expense of
maintaining a household, and for many low-income families, represents a significant portion of
their budget.”27 Median family income has not kept up with prices for basic utility services,28
increasing pressures on household budgets and increasing energy insecurity, with many
households unable to meet basic heating, cooling, and energy needs.29 These pressures and
insecurities are intensifying: Over just the last year, “inflation surged to a new four-decade high
of 8.5% . . . driven by skyrocketing energy and food costs, supply constraints and strong
consumer demand.”30
Generally, we know that lower-income families are most likely to experience energy
insecurity, making them more likely to: “(1) live in housing with heating and electrical problems,
(2) have experienced multiple heating equipment breakdowns, (3) have had an interruption in
utility service, (4) have inadequate insulation and insufficient heating capacity, and (5) report
being uncomfortably cold for more than 24 hours during the winter.”31 These well-known

27

Metropolitan Housing Coalition, 2014 State of Metropolitan Housing Report: A Look Back, A
Look Forward at 7 (2014), https://metropolitanhousing.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/
CORRECTED-WITH-ALL-DONORS-2014-SMHR-12-10-14.pdf.
28

Id. at 7; Metropolitan Housing Coalition, 2008 Metropolitan Housing Report at 2 (2008),
https://metropolitanhousing.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/2008_State_of_Metropolitan_
Housing_Report.pdf.
Diana Hernández et al., Energy Insecurity among Families with Children, Nat’l Center for
Children in Poverty (Jan. 2014), https://www.nccp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/text
_1086.pdf.
29

30

Gwynn Guilford, U.S. Inflation Accelerated to 8.5% in March, Hitting Four-Decade High:
Consumer-price index increase from year earlier driven by skyrocketing energy and food costs,
Wall Street Journal (Apr. 13, 2022), https://www.wsj.com/articles/us-inflation-consumer-priceindex-march-2022-11649725215.
Diana Hernández et al., Energy Insecurity among Families with Children, Nat’l Center for
Children in Poverty (Jan. 2014), https://www.nccp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/text
_1086.pdf.
31
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markers of energy insecurity are disproportionately weathered by lower-income families, Black
families, and Hispanic/Latino families.32
The national pattern of increasing insecurity, disproportionately faced by low-income
households and minority households, is all too present in LG&E/KU’s service territory. In
Louisville/Jefferson County, 14.2% of residents live below the federal poverty line—higher than
the national rate of 13.4%. Income has been somewhat static, with Kentucky’s average annual
household income increasing by just a few hundred dollars over the last decade.33 In these
circumstances, housing insecurity remains a significant and persistent local issue, with reported
eviction rates often above the state average in Louisville and Jefferson Counties.34 All the while,
energy costs managed significant increases. In Kentucky, over the last twenty years, the average
retail price of electricity for residential customers has increased from just over $0.05/kWh to
nearly $0.12/kWh.35
In concert, static wages with ever-increasing utility costs means households are paying an
ever-larger percentage of income toward energy needs. The U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development long ago observed that households paying more than 30% of income on

32

Id. at 5.

33

Comparing 2010 and 2020 United States Census Bureau American Community Survey Data,
5-Year Estimates Subject Tables.
34

Metropolitan Housing Coalition, 2020-2021 State of Metropolitan Housing Report: COVID19 and the Struggle to Stay Safe at Home in Louisville, KY (Aug. 2021),
https://metropolitanhousing.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/MHC_2020_21_
report_4_web_updated7-29-21.pdf (reporting 2020 eviction rate of 5.4%, which reflects relief
efforts to avoid mass evictions during a public health crisis and amounts to a dramatic decline
from the 2016 eviction rate of greater than 14%).
35

Form EIA-861 Annual Survey Data; see also Kentucky Department of Energy Development
and Independence, Kentucky Energy Profile 2010 at 37 (2010) (reporting residential rates in
2009 of $0.0731 and $0.0758 for Kentucky Utilities and Louisville Gas and Electric Company,
respectively).
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gross housing—including utility expenses—have an excessive housing burden; and within that,
utility bills higher than 6% of income represent excessive energy burdens.36 When budgets are
strained in this way, households must make very difficult choices between necessities: heat or
eat? Pay the rent or the utility bill? Face disconnection, eviction, or hunger? This is the reality for
some of the Companies’ customers. In Louisville/Jefferson County, for example, the Department
of Energy’s Low-Income Energy Affordability Data Tool (“LEAD Tool”) reports an average 9%
energy burden for households at or under 200% of the federal poverty level; in Fayette county,
households at or under that same threshold experience an average energy burden of 8%; and in
Bell and Harlan counties, similar households experience an average energy burden of 11%.37
For LG&E/KU customers facing housing and energy insecurity, utility investments in
reducing energy waste, increasing energy efficiency, and improving customer resilience are a
win-win opportunity for the utility, their customers, and the community. The value to customers
from these demand-side resource investments goes far beyond their relatively low-cost compared
to supply-side resources. Demand-side resource investments provide tangible benefits to
customers and communities by reducing energy bills and the burdens of poverty; reducing
disconnections; helping families avoid eviction and stay in their homes; and creating healthier
homes, all while reducing overall system costs and system risks.38

36

E.g., Fisher, Sheehan & Colton, Home Energy Affordability Gap, (2013),
www.homeenergyaffordabilitygap.com.
37

Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, Low-Income Energy Affordability Data
(LEAD) Tool, https://www.energy.gov/eere/slsc/low-income-energy-affordability-data-lead-tool
(last accessed Apr. 22, 2022) (LEAD Tool is an interactive platform intended to “help
stakeholders understand housing and energy characteristics for low- and moderate-income
households.”).
The experience of People’s Self-Help Housing, Inc. in Vanceburg, Kentucky demonstrates the
importance of energy efficiency in enabling lower-income families to stay in their homes. A fact
38
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C. Grounding the IRP in analysis of customers’ needs enables identification of
portfolios that are lowest cost and optimize customer value.
It is with this context in mind that Joint Intervenors encourage LG&E and KU to include
detailed consideration of all customers’ needs and assessment of impacts to all customers in its
future IRPs—particularly including residential customers with low- or fixed-incomes. Without
that grounding, as in the Companies’ 2021 IRP, there is insufficient context to balance the tradeoffs in cost, risk, and customer value presented by different resource portfolios. LG&E/KU claim
to be adequately serving all customers, but without an analysis of customer needs and
consideration of customer impacts flowing from different resource choices, that claim is not only
unsubstantiated, but flies in the face of reality, in which utility costs add to the burden of poverty
for many customers of LG&E/KU.
In addition to the WeCare example discussed above, the Companies neglect of demandside resources generally in this IRP reflects a disregard for customer needs and customer value,
as addressed in Section III.
Another missed opportunity can be found in the Companies’ consideration of DERs. In
Figure 5-13 of IRP Vol. I, the Companies acknowledge potential for a significant build-out of
distributed solar resources in its service territories. In the Companies’ analysis, that potential is
realized only after a triggering assumption that “a new federal law is assumed to eliminate the

sheet about PSHH’s Evergreen housing development reports that the development contains
twenty-seven affordable, energy-efficient homes for low-income families. The average
Evergreen home is 63% more energy-efficient than the standard new home. According to PSHH,
“Low utility bills are an important part of keeping homes affordable for many years to come for
homebuyers with limited incomes.” Fact Sheet, People’s Self-Help Housing, Inc. (2018)
18

1% cap on total installed net metering capacity.”39 Fortunately, no federal action is needed as
there is no such cap.40
Rather, by statute, Kentucky utilities have the discretion to continue offering net metering
service once the cumulative installed capacity of net metering customers reaches 1% of the
utilities’ annual peak load, and there is no requirement to stop offering net metering:
KRS 278.466 (1) Each retail electric supplier shall make net metering available to
any eligible customer-generator that the supplier currently serves or solicits for
service. If the cumulative generating capacity of net metering systems reaches one
percent (1%) of a supplier's single hour peak load during a calendar year, the
supplier shall have no further obligation to offer net metering to any new
customer-generator at any subsequent time.41
Thus, it is within the Companies’ power and discretion to offer net metering to any new
customer-generator regardless of the percentage of peak load already participating in net
metering.42
As part of their Integrated Resource Planning exercise, the Companies could have
evaluated the potential for allowing greater participation in net metering to reduce the need for
new utility-funded generation builds or to accelerate the retirement of relatively expensive and
polluting units.43 The IRP itself alludes to this potential in Figure 5-15 (p.5-30 of Vol. I), which
shows the peak energy savings net metering could provide to the Companies, if allowed to grow

39

2021 IRP, Vol. I at 5-29.

40

KRS 278.466.

41

KRS 278.466(1) (emphasis added).

42

Id.

43

E.g., Order at 21–22, In the Matter of Elec. Application of Ky. Power Co. for a Gen.
Adjustment of Its Rates for Elec. Serv., Case No. 2020-00174 (May 14, 2021), https://psc.ky.gov/
pscscf/2020%20Cases/2020-00174//20210514_PSC_ORDER.pdf (“Because eligible customergenerators and their eligible generating facilities can meet power system needs, they should be
compared with other energy resources using consistent methods, processes, and assumptions.”).
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unconstrained by the 1% “cap.” Figure 5-15 indicates the potential for about 500 MWh of
reduced energy requirements for one day in August. This reflects the substantial potential for
DERs to serve as a system resource and the importance of including them on equal footing with
traditional supply-side resources in the IRP analysis. In addition to reducing the overall cost to
customers, supporting DERs in this manner also returns value to customers by increasing energy
security and resilience, creating local jobs, and reducing emissions and expenses associated with
fossil generation.44
D. Recommendations for data and analysis to support a greater understanding
of customer needs and customer impacts.
Joint Intervenors urge the Companies to integrate more fulsome analysis of unique
customer needs and discussion of customer impacts in future IRPs. Going forward, LG&E/KU’s
triennial Integrated Resource Planning exercise should include reporting and assessment of
trends impacting service to low- and fixed-income customers, and those trends should inform
analysis of portfolios. Data that could help characterize how low- and fixed-income customers
are faring could include the following:
•

Average energy burdens and percent of households in each census tract with
excessive energy burdens (i.e., at or above 6%)

•

Number, frequency, and age of unpaid bills (indicating energy insecurity)

•

Number of monthly disconnect notices and disconnections (indicating energy
insecurity)

44

See generally, National Energy Screening Project, National Standard Practice Manual: For
Benefit-Cost Analysis of Distributed Energy Resources (Aug. 2020) (“NSPM-DER”).
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•

Number of residential account transfers to new addresses (indicating housing
instability)

•

Amount of bad debt (indicating energy insecurity)

•

Number of households on repayment plans

•

Average length of disconnections for non-payment

•

Census tracts with the highest incidence of disconnection notices and actual
disconnections

•

Census tracts with the highest usage intensity

In addition to the types of data above, the Companies should also avail themselves of public data
sources capable of filing in gaps. Relevant public data sources would include U.S. Census
American Community Survey Data, the Department of Energy’s Low-Income Energy
Affordability Data Tool, Louisville Metro Center for Health and Equity’s Healthy Equity Report,
2020 Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice in Louisville Metro, Kentucky, and
Annual State of Metropolitan Housing Reports. Publicly available data from these sources can
help the Companies to better understand customer needs.
With that grounding, the Companies Integrated Resource Planning exercise will be
capable of assessing the trade-offs in customer value that come with different demand- and
supply-side resource alternatives. If the Companies are looking for ways to evolve, adapt, and
best meet customer expectations,45 pursuing this sort of truly Integrated Resource Planning is
one such opportunity.

Thompson Direct at 7, (“[T]here are opportunities for the Companies to evolve and adapt by
continually recognizing and evaluating changes in our industry, technology and customer
expectations.”)
45
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III.

The Companies’ limited examination of energy efficiency and demand side
management undermines the Integrated Resource Planning exercise.
The Companies’ examination of demand-side resources in its long-range planning

exercise was insufficient. That was the case despite explicit direction in the IRP regulations to
explore expanded demand-side resource options, despite the claimed successes of the
Companies’ past energy efficiency and demand response programs, and despite the incredible
potential to cost-effectively serve customers by being a partner in reducing energy waste,
increasing energy efficiency, and reducing system peak demands.
A. Commission regulations and orders plainly require an analysis of expanded
demand-side management programs.
The Companies cannot dispute that, throughout the time spent working on their
Integrated Resource Planning exercise, they were aware of requirements to fully examine future
demand-side resources. Yet, the Companies undertook no such analysis, flouting those
requirements.
The requirement to consider demand-side resources has long been obvious on the face of
the Commission’s IRP regulations. The Companies were required, by 807 KAR 5:5058(2)(b), to
provide a description of “conservation and load management or other demand-side programs not
already in place”; by 807 KAR 5:058(3)(e) to provide information on each “existing and new
conservation and load management or other demand-side programs included in the plan”; by 807
KAR 5:058(4)(b)(5), to include information in the acquisition plan that takes into account
reductions from new conservation and load management or other demand-side programs; and by
807 KAR 5:058(5)(c), to discuss criteria used to screen potential demand-side programs.
Making the Companies’ obligations even more plain, the Commission and Commission
Staff have repeatedly stressed the importance of evaluating demand-side resources. In 2021, the
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Commission required the Companies “to begin evaluating possible DSM programs that will add
low-cost value and assist in avoiding the high cost of building new generation.”46 It was
unreasonable to exclude expanded DSM resources in this IRP, particularly considering the
potential cost-effectiveness of those resources.47
B. Energy efficiency is the least-cost resource available to the Companies.
The cheapest kilowatt hour is the one that does not need to be generated: The industrywide levelized cost of energy savings from utility efficiency investments has been calculated as
roughly $0.0240 to $0.0280 per kilowatt hour saved (or $24 to $28 per megawatt hour saved).48
That levelized cost compares quite favorably to the gas peakers centered in the Companies’
resource planning, which Lazard estimates carry a levelized cost of energy of $151 to $196 per
megawatt hour—or even higher given their sensitivity to fuel prices.49 In fact, the levelized cost

46

Order at 61, In the Matter of Elec. Application of Ky. Util. Co. for an adjustment of Its Elec.
Rates, Case No. 2020-00349 (June 30, 2021), https://psc.ky.gov/pscscf/2020%20Cases/202000349//20210630_PSC_ORDER.pdf; Order at 22–23, In the Matter of Elec. 2018 Joint
Integrated Resource Plan of Louisville Gas and Elec. Co. and Ky. Util. Co., Case No. 201800348 (July 20, 2020), https://psc.ky.gov/pscscf/2018%20Cases/2018-00348//20200720
_PSC_ORDER.pdf.
807 KAR 5:058(8)(1) (“The plan . . . shall include assessment of potentially cost-effective
resource options available to the utility.”).
47

Maggie Molina, The Best Value for America’s Energy Dollar: A National Review of the Cost
of Utility Energy Efficiency Programs, ACEEE, 18–19 (Table 3 showing $0.0280/kWh) (Mar.
2014), https://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/u1402.pdf;
Charlotte Cohn, The Cost of Saving Electricity for the Largest U.S. Utilities: Ratepayer-Funded
Efficiency Programs in 2018, ACEEE: Policy Brief, 1 (June 2021), https://www.aceee.org/sites/
default/files/pdfs/cost_of_saving_electricity_final_6-22-21.pdf. (showing $0.0240/kWh).
48

Lazard, Lazard’s Levelized Cost of Energy Analysis—Version 15.0 at slides 2 and 4 (Oct.
2021), https://www.lazard.com/media/451905/lazards-levelized-cost-of-energy-version-150vf.pdf.
49
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of savings from utility efficiency investments compares favorably to all the resources in Lazard’s
levelized cost of energy comparison, as shown in Figure 1 below.50
Figure 1: Levelized cost of energy resources51

In addition to being relatively low-cost, efficiency investments return value to customers
by reducing their energy waste, thereby lessening overall usage and overall bills. It is a win-winwin, but the Companies ignored it in favor of an exclusive focus on building expensive new

50

Id. (utility-scale wind and solar resources compare favorably to energy efficiency, but only
upon inclusion of federal tax subsidies).
51

Charlotte Cohn, The Cost of Saving Electricity for the Largest U.S. Utilities: RatepayerFunded Efficiency Programs in 2018, ACEEE: Policy Brief, 9 (June 2021), https://www.aceee.or
g/sites/default/files/pdfs/cost_of_saving_electricity_final_6-22-21.pdf.
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supply-side generating capacity. Such an approach could perhaps maximize shareholder return
on investment; but is less likely to optimize value to customers.
C. Demand-side programs offer tremendous untapped potential for the
Companies and their customers.
As told by the Companies, their “DSM-EE programs have been a tremendous success.”52
Through September 2021, the Companies’ DSM-EE programs produced cumulative energy
savings of approximately 1,410 GWh and reduced gross demand by over 486 MW.53 The
Companies’ current DSM-EE programs were approved in Case No. 2017-00441 to continue
through 2025, with the Companies projecting energy savings of approximately 215 GWh and
reduced demand of 179 MW.54 Current programs are already exceeding expectations, with
higher than expected program participation in the Non-Residential Rebate Program.55
These past savings likely represent just a fraction of the cost-effective efficiency savings
available in the Companies’ service territory. Utilities across the country have succeeded in
developing energy efficiency programs achieving annual energy savings above 1% of retail
sales, with a handful of utilities achieving net energy savings above 2% of sales.56 For
LG&E/KU, with Kentucky retail load of 17,176 GWh in 2020,57 achieving net savings of 1%

52

2021 IRP, Vol. I at 8-19.

53

Id.

54

Id. at 8-27.

55

Response of Louisville Gas and Electric Company and Kentucky Utilities Company to
Commission Staff’s Supplemental Discovery Requests, Question 1.4(a), In the Matter of Elec.
Application of Ky.-Am. Water Co. for an Adjustment of Rates, Case No. 2021-00393 (Feb. 11,
2022) (“Response to Staff Q”)
56

American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, 2020 Utility Energy Efficiency
Scorecard at Tbl. 8 (Feb. 2020) (reporting scores for net savings as a percentage of retail sales in
2018 among selected utilities).
57

2021 IRP, Vol. I at Tbl. 7-3.
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would represent 171,760 MWh—considerably more than the annual 30,894 MWh of energy
savings anticipated under the Companies’ existing programs.58
But the Companies “did not directly evaluate new demand-side management (“DSM”)
programs in this IRP.”59 Despite the clear requirements to consider demand-side resources in
their Integrated Resource Planning, “[t]he Companies did not evaluate any specific
programs . . .” in their long-term planning exercise.60 The Companies did not even evaluate the
implications of continuing their existing energy efficiency and demand response programs
beyond 2025, instead assuming zero energy and demand savings after 2025. Assuming zero
energy and demand savings after 2025 serves only to unreasonably inflate the amount of new
generation capacity that the IRP assumes the Companies will need.
The Companies know that energy and demand savings can reduce the need for
investment in new generation: in fact, they’ve managed exactly that through past demand-side
programs. For example, through the Residential Demand Conservation program, customers have
empowered the Companies to control over 230,000 electrical devices, totaling 100 to 150 MW of
load on a hot summer day, or “roughly equivalent to investing in a peaking combustion

58

See Direct Testimony of Gregory S. Lawson, Ex. GSL-1 at Tbls. 4-2, 4-5, and 4-8, In the
Matter of: Elec. Joint Application of Louisville Gas and Elec. Co. and Ky. Util. Co. for Review,
Modification, and Continuation of Certain Existing Demand-Side Mgmt. and Energy Efficiency
Programs, Case No. 2017-00441 (Dec. 6, 2017), https://psc.ky.gov/pscecf/2017-00441/
rick.lovekamp%40lge-ku.com/12062017050458/LGE_KU_Testimony_and_Exhibits.pdf.GSL-1
59

2021 Joint Integrated Resource Plan of Louisville Gas and Electric Company and Kentucky
Utilities Company, Volume III, Resource Plan Technical Appendix, 2021 IRP Resource
Screening Analysis at 13 (“2021 IRP, Vol. III”).
60

Response to JI Q 1.38(d).
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turbine.”61 The success of that program, and the Small Nonresidential Demand Conservation
Program are elsewhere touted to “provide economic and environmental benefits by delaying the
need to construct new generation assets”62 These statements from the Companies show that they
do understand the potential for demand-side resources to out-compete new supply-side resources.
D. The failure to evaluate cost-effective demand response and energy efficiency
resources throughout the planning period undermines the IRP.
In light of claimed successes with demand response and energy efficiency programs and
clearly stated regulatory requirements, it is confounding that the Companies would exclude
potentially cost-effective demand-side resources in their Integrated Resource Planning exercise.
The Companies apparent bias in favor of supply-side resources in this IRP was unreasonable,
with ripple effects that undermine the entire exercise.
As addressed above, energy efficiency and demand response programs return significant
value to customers relative to their supply-side counterparts. When the Companies invest in new
gas generation, customers are burdened by a range of negative consequences (in addition to
higher costs): pollution increases, air quality decreases, our global climate is destabilized. In
contrast, effective energy efficiency and demand response investments deliver only positives:
reduced energy waste and improved efficiency reduces consumption and overall customer bills;
efficient homes are more safe, comfortable and resilient; and system-wide energy and peak
demand needs are reduced—avoiding costly future investments and reducing reliance on the

61

Direct Testimony of Gregory S. Lawson, Ex. GSL-1 at 45, In the Matter of: Elec. Joint
Application of Louisville Gas and Elec. Co. and Ky. Util. Co. for Review, Modification, and
Continuation of Certain Existing Demand-Side Mgmt. and Energy Efficiency Programs, Case
No. 2017-00441 (Dec. 6, 2017), https://psc.ky.gov/pscecf/2017-00441/rick.lovekamp%40lgeku.com/12062017050458/LGE_KU_Testimony_and_Exhibits.pdf.
62

Id. at 46.
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Companies dirty generation resources. The reduced emissions from saved energy also provide
public health benefits, which the Environmental Protection Agency estimates have value in the
range of 2.70 to 6.10 cents per kilowatt hour saved.63
In the Companies’ telling, their decision to assume zero energy and demand impacts from
their DSM programs after 2025 is reasonable because the Commission has yet to approve
continuation of those programs past that date: “The current DSM Portfolio is currently only
approved through the end of 2025, which is why there are not projections for incremental energy
and demand impacts beyond this date.”64 This makes no sense. In large part, the purpose of
Integrated Resource Planning is to consider the relative costs and risks of not-yet-approved
resources throughout a long-term planning period. Just as it was obvious to the Companies that
not-yet-approved supply-side resources should be incorporated into their IRP modeling, so too
should they have recognized the importance of modeling not-yet-approved demand-side
management programs.
Further, shortcomings in past analyses do not justify a weak analysis of demand-side
resources in this IRP.65 The Companies should commit to modeling demand- and supply-side
resources on equal footing in their next IRP. That unbiased analysis is necessary to identify a

63

Environmental Protection Agency, Public Health Benefits per kWh of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy in the United States: A Technical Report, 2nd ed., at Tbl. ES-1 (May 2021),
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2021-05/documents/bpk_report_second_edition.pdf
(applying peer-reviewed methodology and tools to develop screening level regional estimates of
benefits per kilowatt-hour from energy efficiency and renewable generation).
64

Response to JI Q 1.14.

65

Contra Response to Staff Q 1.4(a).
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least-cost plan and required by regulation.66 To assist, the EFG Report provides specific
recommendations explaining how utilities routinely evaluate different levels of demand-side
savings in resource optimization modeling.67
E. Following best practices for evaluating benefits and costs of demand-side
resource potential.
Joint Intervenors recommend that the Companies apply principles from the National
Standard Practice Manual for Benefit-Cost Analysis of Distributed Energy Resources (“NSPMDER”), which offers a comprehensive framework for cost-effectiveness analysis of distributed
energy resources, including energy efficiency, demand response, and distributed storage and
generation.68 The NSPM-DER “provides objective, policy- and technology-neutral, and
economically sound guidance for developing jurisdiction-specific approaches to benefit-cost
analyses of distributed energy resources.”69 Recently, the Commission applied the following
principles from the NSPM-DER to evaluation of Kentucky Power Company’s net metering
tariff, inter alia: treating benefits and costs symmetrically; conducting forward-looking longer
term and incremental analyses; avoiding double counting; and ensuring transparency.70

66

807 KAR 5:058(8)(2)(b); see also Re Present & Future Elec. Needs & Alternatives for
Meeting Those Needs, 120 P.U.R.4th 143 1990 WL 488967 (Ky.P.S.C. Aug. 8, 1990) (adopting
IRP regulations with stated goal to establish “a process to review and analyze all options
available for meeting the state’s electricity needs . . .”).
67

Ex. 1, EFG Report at section 3.6.1.

68

NPSM for Benefit-Cost Analysis of Distributed Energy Resources (Aug. 2020), https://www.
nationalenergyscreeningproject.org/national-standard-practice-manual/ (“NSPM-DER”).
69

NSPM-DER at i.

70

Order at 21–24, In the Matter of Elec. Application of Ky. Power Co. for a Gen. Adjustment of
Its Rates for Elec. Serv., Case No. 2020-00174 (May 14, 2021).
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Although the Companies have argued that they view these principles as applying
exclusively to compensation for net metering customers,71 it is logical to consider that if the
Commission found them to be reasonable for the evaluation of one type of distributed energy
resource (net metering), they would be useful in the evaluation of other DERs, as well. The
NSPM-DER was specifically written to provide best practices for evaluating a wide range of
DERs, and it would be reasonable for the Companies to consult such best practices within the
IRP process.72
F. Investments in customer efficiency savings can be scaled-up by employing
Pay-As-You-Save Programs.
Joint Intervenors further recommend that the Companies examine the cost and value of
increased energy efficiency investments and specific energy savings targets. That exploration
should include consideration of Pay-As-You-Save (“PAYS”) Programs. PAYS Programs could
contribute to the Companies’ goal of offering safe, reliable, and least-cost energy to customers,
as detailed in the attached report from expert James Owen (Exhibit 2), which is incorporated in
these comments in its entirety. Mr. Owen explains the relative cost-effectiveness of a PAYS
Program compared to the Companies’ existing fossil-heavy portfolio, finding potential for
significant savings.73 PAYS programs reduce barriers to customer adoption of demand-side
management resources and barriers to participation in utility-sponsored DSM programs by

71

Response to JI Q 2.84.

72

NSPM-DER at i (explaining applicability to energy efficiency and demand response, among
other DERs); Order at 24, In the Matter of Elec. Application of Ky. Power Co. for a Gen.
Adjustment of Its Rates for Elec. Serv., Case No. 2020-00174 (May 14, 2021).
73

Ex. 2, PAYS Report at ¶3.
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providing customer access to low-cost capital.74 This access to capital can be especially critical
to low- and fixed-income customers, enabling broader participation in DSM programs and
reducing system energy and demand needs.75 PAYS Program investments in excess of $50
million have been made across ten states, including being offered by every investor-owned utility
in the state of Missouri and several rural electric cooperatives in Kentucky.76
Adopting these recommendations—analyzing demand-side resources on equal footing
with supply-side resources, fully accounting for the value of demand-side resources and
examining untapped programmatic approaches and potential—is critical to identifying a leastcost portfolio of resources.
IV.

The Companies failure to evaluate climate risks further undermines the IRP.
As the for-profit stewards of our public electric utilities, the Companies need to better

evaluate risks to their business and their continued ability to deliver an essential service at fair,
just and reasonable cost. It should be unacceptable that the Companies did not attempt to
evaluate the risks of different resources and portfolios in their Integrated Resource Planning
exercise. Here, Joint Intervenors focus on the Companies’ failure to integrate consideration of
environmental risks in particular, but the animating principles apply equally to all risk factors.
The Companies unreasonably failed to consider the potential impacts of future carbon
regulation, a key uncertainty given their carbon-intensive resources and future plans. The
Companies’ existing and planned generation significantly depend on generation from fossil fuels,
which causes carbon emissions at each generating unit and upstream carbon emissions from the

74

Id. at ¶5–7.

75

Id.

76

Id. at ¶¶6–8.
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extraction and transport of coal and gas. This dependence presents a significant cost risk that the
Companies almost entirely neglected in their long-term resource planning exercise. Unless the
Companies’ shareholders intend to indemnify customers against carbon price risks, that risk
should be transparently assessed in the Companies triennial Integrated Resource Plans.77
The Companies are certainly capable of quantifying carbon price risks. The ready
availability of methodologies capable of quantifying carbon price risks in resource planning
cannot be disputed, particularly considering that the Companies themselves applied one such
methodology in their 2018 IRP. At the time, LG&E/KU considered analysis of “Future CO2
risks/uncertainties” to be a “key issue” in the IRP.78 To evaluate that key issue, the Companies
tested portfolio sensitivity to future carbon emission prices, assuming a price per ton beginning
in the year 2026.79 Elsewhere, the Companies have not only evaluated carbon emissions, but also
professed to do so as a matter of routine.80

77

PPL Corporation acknowledged the financial and operational risks posed by carbon emissions
in its recent climate report. PPL Corp., Energy Forward: PPL’s 2021 Climate Assessment Report
at 13–16 (Jan. 2022), https://www.pplweb.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/PPL_Corp-2021Climate-Assessment_2022-01-04.pdf. Although LG&E/KU did not evaluate carbon as part of
their 2021 IRP, PPL’s plan for mitigating those financial risks does explicitly contemplate
recovery of extraordinary climate-related capital costs from Kentucky customers. Id. at 16.
78

See Louisville Gas and Electric Company and Kentucky Utilities Company, 2018 IRP
Presentation at 12, Case No. 2018-00348 (Sept. 4, 2020), https://psc.ky.gov/pscecf/201800348/kendrick.riggs%40skofirm.com/09142020035419/LGE-KU_Ltr_Attaching_Infor
mal_Conference_Presentation_9-14-20.pdf.
79

2018 Joint Integrated Resource Planning of Louisville Gas and Electric Company and
Kentucky Utilities Company, Vol. I at 5-24.
80

E.g., Hearing Transcript at 9:39:53 to 9:40:19, Elec. Application of Ky. Utils. Co. for an
Adjustment of its Elec. Rates, a Certificate of Pub. Convenience and Necessity to Deploy
Advanced Metering Infrastructure, Approval of Certain Regulatory and Accounting Treatments,
and Establishment of a One-Year Surcredit, Case No. 2020-00349 (Apr. 28, 2021), https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=MOS7HXLjTM8 (Companies’ Witness Conroy: “I wouldn’t consider
those [greenhouse gas emissions] externalities as we’re talking about here. I mean, part of our
own evaluation we always look at carbon emissions and other regulations and sensitivities.”).
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Given this history, we know the Companies could have evaluated carbon price risk
exposure of the various portfolios considered in the 2021 IRP. But apart from adopting NREL’s
assumption that new combined cycle gas plants could no longer be assured of acquiring federal
air permits without carbon capture capabilities, the Companies’ offered no quantification of
carbon price risks.
The Companies’ failure to incorporate carbon price risk in their resource planning was a
significant mistake, undermining the validity of the entire exercise. This mistake is puzzling,
given that the Companies do sometimes take their contributions to greenhouse gas (“GHG”)
emissions seriously, including a commitment by their parent company to reach net-zero
emissions by 2050;81 and the Companies do identify “changes to environmental regulations” as a
“key issue” potentially impacting their resource plan.82 Contemplated changes in environmental
regulations include efforts to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions:
EPA is considering rulemaking proposals to address sources of climate- and
health-impacting emissions. EPA states that these efforts include investigating the
possibility of lowering the GHG [New Source Performance Standards] levels for
new, modified, and reconstructed electric generating units, including new [Natural
Gas Combined Cycle] units, as well as developing strategies to achieve reductions
in GHG emissions from existing power plants. Depending on how far those
efforts are taken, carbon capture, utilization, and sequestration (“CCUS”)
technologies may be needed to achieve desired reductions.83
The Companies continue to acknowledge that the federal government “has placed a high priority
on climate change and GHG issues,” and assert that they “will continue to follow all these GHG

E.g., PPL Corp., Energy Forward: PPL’s 2021 Climate Assessment Report (Jan. 2022),
https://www.pplweb.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/PPL_Corp-2021-Climate-Assessment
_2022-01-04.pdf.
81

82

2021 IRP, Vol. I at 5-44 (Section 5.(6) Key Issues that Could Affect Plan Implementation).

83

2021 IRP, Vol. I at 6-11.
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issues and assess their impacts on operating facilities.”84 Yet, beyond narrative, the Companies
did nothing to test empirically the cost and operational risks of continued reliance on fossil fuels
and fossil generation throughout the planning period considered in this IRP.
Prudent and reasonable Integrated Resource Planning must explore the GHG risks of
various portfolio options.85 This is especially true for LG&E and KU. Owing to the carbonintensive nature of the Companies’ existing portfolio, future regulation of carbon or
establishment of a price or tax on greenhouse gas emissions could have devastating cost
implications for customers. In 2021, the Companies estimate direct emissions of 29.8 million
short tons of carbon dioxide, and via response to questions from Commission Staff, they
acknowledge that, imposition of a “$15/ton and $25/ton carbon dioxide price would increase
costs to customers by $447 and $746 million per year, respectively.”86
That is a considerable cost risk that should have been better incorporated into the
Companies’ long-term resource planning analysis. Providing this information only in response to
discovery is inadequate, first and foremost, because such risks should be part of the integrated
analysis and a factor in resource evaluations. Secondly, by only providing this information

84

Id.

85

See, e.g., Integrated Resource Planning Report, Vol. A at 78, Elec. 2019 Integrated Resource
Planning Report of Ky. Power Co., Case No. 2019-00443 (filed Dec. 20, 2019) (explaining how
analysis of carbon emission was incorporated in IRP modeling: “[t]he Fundamentals Forecast
employs a CO2 dispatch burden (adder) on all existing fossil fuel-fired generating units that
escalates 3.5% per annum from $15 per ton commencing in 2028. This CO2 dispatch burden is a
proxy for the many pathways CO2 may take (e.g., renewables subsidies/penetration, voluntary
and mandatory portfolio standards, exceptionally low natural gas prices, considerable reduction
in battery storage costs) in addition to any regulation to impose fees on the combustion of
carbon-based fuels.”)
86

Response of Louisville Gas and Electric Company and Kentucky Utilities Company to
Commission Staff’s Supplemental Request for Information, Question 2.1(b) (“Response to Staff
Q”).
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through discovery (as opposed to inclusion in the initial IRP filing) stakeholders are less able to
fully consider the information during the IRP review period.87 It must also be remembered that
avoided carbon emissions have value, as the Commission recognized when it established its
methodology for evaluating the avoided cost of net metering for distributed solar installations.88
There is no barrier—jurisdictional or otherwise—to this Commission requiring analyses
of emissions risks facing Kentucky’s monopoly utilities. Far from it, the Commission’s duty to
ensure fair, just and reasonable rates today and into the future demands a clear signal to
monopoly utilities that robust risk analyses, including emission risks in particular, should be
included in every IRP. As the Companies’ themselves demonstrated, imposition of carbon
regulation or a carbon price could increase their annual revenue requirement by hundreds of
millions of dollars, year after year.89 It is reckless for utility management to disregard such risks,
and the Commission’s duty to ensure they do not.

87

EFG Report, Ex. 1, Sections 1 and 3.5.

88

E.g., Order, Elec. Application Of Ky. Power Co. for (1) A General Adjustment of its Rates for
Elec. Serv.; (2) Approval of Tariffs and Riders; (3) Approval of Accounting Practices to
Establish Regulatory Assets and Liabilities; (4) Approval of a Certificate of Pub. Convenience
and Necessity; and (5) All Other Required Approvals and Relief, Case No. 2020-00174 (May 14,
2021) (recognizing value of avoided carbon costs among benefits of rooftop solar installations);
Joint Post-Hearing Brief of the Kentucky Attorney General and the Kentucky Industrial Utility
Customers, Inc. at 2, Elec. Application of Ky. Utils. Co. for an Adjustment of its Elec. Rates, a
Certificate of Pub. Convenience and Necessity to Deploy Advanced Metering Infrastructure,
Approval of Certain Regulatory and Accounting Treatments, and Establishment of a One-Year
Surcredit, Case No. 2020-00349 (May 24, 2021) (“It is no secret that because of heightened
concern of CO2, Kentucky’s predominately coal-fired generation fleet is at risk.”).
89

Response to Staff Q 2.1(b).
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V.

Limitations of the Companies’ Regional Transmission Organization
membership analysis.
The Companies are required to include a Regional Transmission Organization (“RTO”)

Membership Analysis with this IRP, and updated analyses in conjunction with each future rate
case.90 After reviewing the Companies’ 2018 IRP, Commission Staff recommended that future
IRPs provide comprehensive and detailed cost-benefit analyses of joining PJM or MISO,
including all potential benefits and costs.91 The RTO Membership Analysis accompanying the
Companies’ 2021 IRP falls short of that expectation.
To cite just one shortcoming of the Companies’ RTO analysis, they did not include a
carbon price in any of their analyses in order to compare the net benefit of remaining
independent against the cost of RTO membership. Their justification for this substitutes a
simplistic assumption for the rigorous analysis which should underpin the utilities’ long-term
planning processes: “Assuming the carbon price was applicable both inside and outside an RTO,
the Companies do not anticipate that it would have a meaningful impact on the overall
analysis.”92 However, if there were a carbon price, and being in an RTO provided greater access
to low-cost, low-carbon resources, this could very well shift the cost-benefit analysis in favor of
joining the RTO.
Joint Intervenors support the observations and analysis provided by the Southern
Renewable Energy Association’s comments in this proceeding. Joint Intervenors agree that more

90

Feb. 18, 2021 Order, Case No. 2018-00294.

91

Order, Appendix at 41, Elec. 2018 Joint Integrated Resource Plan of Louisville Gas and Elec.
Co. and Ky. Utils. Co., Case No. 2018-00348 (Ky. PSC July 20, 2020), https://psc.ky.gov/psc
scf/2018%20Cases/2018-00348//20200720_PSC_ORDER.pdf.
92

Response to Staff’s Q 2.7 (emphasis added).
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comprehensive recognition of potential benefits is needed in the RTO Membership Analysis. We
agree that more data-sharing with and participation by RTOs could lead to a more robust and
reliable evaluation of RTO membership for the Companies.
CONCLUSION
Joint Intervenors appreciate this opportunity to provide comments and recommendations
related to LG&E/KU’s 2021 IRP. As set out in these comments and supporting expert reports,
this IRP regrettably does not adequately evaluate all potentially cost-effective resource options
and does not provide the level of analysis needed to compare portfolio performance and cost
across time, under varied future conditions. In order to ensure that rates remain fair, just, and
reasonable, closer examination of resource decisions is needed—including economic retirement
horizons and prudent new resource investments on both sides of the meter. This can be achieved
in the Companies’ next IRP by better grounding the process in an understanding of customer
needs and customer impacts, by adopting the recommendations in the EFG Report and PAYS
Report, and by better quantifying and responding to business risks, especially those presented by
climate change and the inevitable and necessary transition to a net-zero carbon economy.
Respectfully submitted,

Tom FitzGerald
Ashley Wilmes
Kentucky Resources Council
P.O. Box 1070
Frankfort, KY 40602
(502) 551-3675
FitzKRC@aol.com
Ashley@kyrc.org
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Counsel for Joint Intervenors
Metropolitan Housing Coalition,
Kentuckians for the Commonwealth,
Kentucky Solar Energy Society and
Mountain Association
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
In accordance with the Commission’s July 22, 2021 Order in Case No. 2020-00085,
Electronic Emergency Docket Related to the Novel Coronavirus COVID-19, this is to certify that
the electronic filing was submitted to the Commission on April 22, 2022; that the documents in
this electronic filing are a true representations of the materials prepared for the filing; that no
hard copy of this filing will be made; and that the Commission has not excused any party from
electronic filing procedures for this case at this time.

Tom FitzGerald
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*,)!,'-7-."#-#-#( .-/**),.3 (./%3<- ,/&-73.". <-()/,!'(..)= H? 
.))(.#(/2*&),#(!)-.@ .#0@-'.").)0)#)-.&3*#.&#(0-.'(.--")/&
(,!3',!#(-#'#(#-")0,.#'>7(3."2#-.() 0#-),3,)/*:),)0,7
)(-#,#(!#.#)(&#( <-#-.3*#&*,.#')(!-.*,/.#&#.#-8."#-#-)(.)*) ."
#'*),.() ."-*,)!,'-.),-#&#(37/-.)', ),#&#.37(,&##&#.3:

.#-().$/-..3*#&*,.#7/.!))*,.#7.)0&/..")()'#-) #.#)(&*,)!,'-
#( -:" -")/&)(-#,1#,(!) *).(.#&-0#(!-()-.-#()'*,#-)(.)-/**&3@-#
#(0-.'(.-(,.#,'(.-:")'*(#-!#0'/&.#./) ,.#)(&- ),().)#(!-)#(&/#(!
=.")'*(#--")1."3)()."0*#.3(/(.#&OMOU>7/.#.1#&&.%.#'.)/#&/*
-0#(!--/".".."3( ,),"&* ,(1*#.3:"&%) *#.3(/(.#&OMOU#-
(.#,&3*,)/.) .")'*(#-<#-,.#)(:/-.".#'#(!) ,-)/,#.#)(-(
,.#,'(.-1-0&)*1#.")/.( #.) (3)*.#'#4.#)(7*#.3(#(OMOU),(3).",
-*# #.1-().2*&##.&3.,'#(#(."#- :

")'*(#-&-)-37=#."#( ),'.#)( ,)'."#- (.--)#.1#."."#'*&'(..#)(
)  7.")'*(#-*&(.)0&/.(1*,)!,'--(&.,(.#0.)(1!(,.#)(
,-)/,- ),'.#(!."#,OMOU*#.3(:>(3/.#&#.#-"0(#'*&'(.#(!,),"#(!





,(6ECED<CCFLF6(&)'",",(/+2,)(',-((&&",,"('-8,.,-"('D6G6

 




DI

(-/-- /&*,)!,'- ),),'),1#.")/.."/-)  .:/,.",'),7."
)'*(#-"0(<.,.#/&.."1"(7")17),1".) ."#-0&/.#)() (1*,)!,'-:".
*,)!,'-1)/&)(-#,6"((")11#&&."30&/.(# )-.@ .#071".
"**(-(2.6"#-&%) )(-#,.#)() #.#)(&#(."#- #-,#.#& &1()(.,,3.)
." ,/&-1"#",+/#,.")'*(#-<.)=-,#(#-/--&&)*.#)(-)(-#, ),#(&/-#)(
#(."*&(#(&/#(!9;CD)(-,0.#)((&)'(!'(.),).",'(@-#*,)!,'-().
&,3#(*&>:

"#&().- ,+/(.&3."-/$.) )()'#0&/.#)(#( --7#-.,#/.-)&,'3"0
."#&#.3.)*&3(#'*),.(.,)&)(.")'*(#-<-3-.'()/!"..)"0(0&/.",:
--")1(#(#!/,R@NP) ." 7,*&#.",-#!/,P7.")'*(#- ),-."*).(.#& ),
-#!(# #(./#&)/.) #-.,#/.-)&,: (." 7.")'*(#--...".=#(.""#!"-(,#)7(1
,&&1#---/'.)&#'#(.."NY*)(.).&#(-.&&(.'.,#(!*#.3:> )10,7#.<-
#'*),.(..),)!(#4.".."NY.",-")&#-().7#( .7*.".&#'#.-."/.#&#.#-<#&#.3.)) ,
(.'.,#(!:",&0(. (./%3-../.-3-7= ."/'/&.#0!(,.#(!*#.3) (.'.,#(!
-3-.'-,"-)(*,(.CNYD) -/**&#,G--#(!&")/,*%&)/,#(!&(,3,7."
-/**&#,& )"#(%'%# '#".)) ,(.'.,#(!.)(3(1/-.)',@!(,.),.(3
-/-+/(..#'E'*"-#-F:> ().",1),-7/.#&#.#-"0.")*.#)(.))(.#(/) ,#(!(.
'.,#(!3)(."NY.",-")&:")'*(#-((-")/&)(-#,."0&/) ) ,#(!
#.#)(&(.'.,#(!.",)/!"." :",,(/',) .))&-0#&&.".1)/&&&)1."
)'*(#-.),.-/**&3/,0-) #-.,#/.-)&,(."#,--)#.#((.#0)-.-:"./,0
() ,.)." ')&-)() '(3,-)/,-.)-&.:








KCJ H5CHK46K>E?6
 EJK6GII6

 




DJ

(%>.&'%('"%'#"#%&'"%#&



"-/**&3/,0(&-).#&),-#..3."#,/'-.(-) .")'*(#-<-3-.':),
2'*&7(.'.,#(!#-%3'-/,.)(-/, ),#&#.3 ),&)1@#()'/-.)',-7-)."
,0(/,+/#,'(.-#'*.-) *,)!,')*(2&/-#0&3.)."#-!,)/*)/&0&/.:

#-.,#/.-)&,'3&-)) ,)'*&'(.,3( #.-.)."/.#&#.#-<-3-.'#(." ),') #(,-
/&%&0&,&##&#.3: (7#!/,R@NR) )&/' ) ." -/!!-.-.".."="#!">&0&) 
#-.,#/.-)&,)/&*,)0#-0,&"/(,'!1..-) -/'',*%-"0#(!*#&#.3:

2-1-2

 '&%     % %#%

(),'&&3-/.#&#.#-)(-#,.")()'#-) ,.#,#(!2#-.#(!.",'&*&(.-#(."#, ')&#(!
#.",3&&)1#(!."*#.32*(-#)(')&.))*.#'#4,.#,'(..),')&#(!*),. )&#)-
.".)(-#,# ,(.,&3,.#,'(..- ),*&(.-:")'*(#-<)(-#,!(,.),
,.#,'(.-#(."#,,&##&#.3')&#(!.",)/!"(**,)"11)/&-.,)(!&3()/,!
()(C.#)(QD: (),, ),'),.3*#&**,)".)/-#(-/-+/(. -(-7
.")'*(#-1#&&(.)')& /&&*&((#(!*,#),.",."(-#(!&3,:

2-1-3

  &%%    



')&#(!#-,.#(&3)'*&27/.)/,*)-#.#)(#-.".#.-")/& /&&3,0#1&(0(
,*&#&1#."--.)."-'-) .1,*%!:()/(.,-#!(# #(.#--/-#(,0#1#(!."
)'*(#-<')&#(!:" (."  #&-.".1,*,)0#3.")'*(#-.",)/!"
#-)0,3&%#( ),'.#)()/.")1.")'*(#-)(/.*#.32*(-#)(')&#(!1#."#(
 :"#&1%()1."..")'*(#-)(&3*, ),'*#.32*(-#)()*.#'#4.#)( ),."
3,OMPR7#.#--.#&&/(&,1".",./((&)(-.,#(.- 1,*&)(."(1,-)/,-.".)/&
-&.#(.")*.#'#4.#)(: (,-*)(-.)." )#(. (.,0(),-<#-)0,3+/-.#)(-%#(!# ."



.''%(',-+"'-,+-2)"%%2"-!+''.%(+.&.%-"/%"&"-,(''0+,(.+,-!--!&(%',%-6
1&)%,(-.''%(',-+"'-,"'%.('%2%%(0"' EHC(,(%++,(.+,-(,%-"' "/'2+(
-!)"-21)',"('&(%"' (+,--"' (',-+"'--!-'0'('%2,%-"'ECEK6



 




DK

)'*(#-*&&#'#..#)(-)(."')/(.) -)&,71#(7(..,3,-)/,-.".)/&
-&.#("3,),/'/&.#0&37.")'*(3,-*)(-#'*&3=)>: )/&(<.0,# 3.".
,-*)(-)/,-&0-/-."**,)*,#. #(*/. #&1-().*,)0#7/.1 )/(."#-
,-*)(-)( /-#(!/-(),'&&3&#'#.) -)'%#(70(# #.#-(#(),#(.&3&,!(/',-/"
- # .3NMM@1#(*,)$.-"3,7#-/--).".."')&(-)&0:

")'*(#-"0&-)'#...".."3'"(!-.)."')&.1#."#(."#(., 7-)
-)') ."')&#(! #&-1,#0,#(/,./-."3)(<.&-))(.#(.")-"(!-:
),2'*&7 .,,0#1#(!." ')&#(!#(*/. #&-.".1,*,)0#.",)/!"#-)0,371
"-)'+/-.#)(-,!,#(!#(*/.-.".-'.)-*# # ),-)'!(,.),-7/.(). ),
..,3-.),!:-%#(#-)0,3."..")'*(#-2*&#(1",." #,'*#.3--/'*.#)(-
#(*/.- ),..,3-.),!,-)/,-)/& )/(/-."#(*/. #&11,*,)0#1#.")(&3
"."#-#( ),'.#)( ),.".",'&!(,.),-: (,-*)(-.)."#-+/-.#)(7.")'*(#--#7="
#,'*#.#-) ..,#-,(.,#,.&30# <-/-,#(., :> 

/,.",'),7."(1')&#(!,/(-*, ),'#(,-*)(-.). <-,+/-. ),,/(-.".#(&/
*,#1,)/'(.)(&3#((,,.#0 ),':",-/&.-.))/,)( /-#)()/.1".
,-)/,-1,)(-#,#( (1".",(3)(-.,#(.-1,**&#.)(1,-)/,
")#-:"),#!#(& #(*/. #&-1,#0-")1(1,-)/,-1#."(1#.")/.,)(
*./,(-+/-.,.#)(C=>D(())(-.,#(.*,0(.#(!."')& ,)'"))-#(!#.",
,-)/,:"#--*#.." .."..")'*(#--#-1#.")/.1,().)(-#,7=-
)(."#('#(#-.,.#)(<-(,!3*)&#3(."(.#)(& )/-)(')0#(!.)&((,!37."
/,,(.(0#,)('(.)-().-/**),.."#(-.&&.#)() 1#.")/./.)#.-'#--#)(-:> 
"#-(1')&#(!*,*,.. <-,+/-.-")1-)."-1#."(1#.")/.#(!7
1"#"'(-.".-)')(-.,#(.71"#"1)/&().-#(."')&#(!7".)"0(,&2:
"#-#-$/-.)(13#(1"#"."')&,-<")#) -..#(!-(*,'.,-("0#&3#( &/(."
')&,-/&.-(,-)(.".1 &-)-.,)(!&3.".')&#(*/.-()/.*/.--")/& /&&3
,0#1&:

/(/

!$#"# 

2-2-0 $ #%

# !%*)!$ 



() .").",()(.,#.#)(&')&#(!**,)"-.")'*(#-/- ),."#- #-."/-) 
# ,(.')&- ),*#.32*(-#)((*,)/.#)()-.')&#(!7-1-,##(.#)(O:N:
0,."*-. )/,3,-7.","-('$),-"# .#(." ')&#(!.))&-/-3/.#&#.#-: (."
*-.7."0-.'$),#.3) /.#&#.#-)'*,&.).")'*(#-/-<-.,.!#-.7*#.3
2*(-#)(7(?),*&. ),'- ), */,*)--: )10,71"(--/**),.#(!."-
.))&-7'(3/.#&#.#-')0.)()'*--7 7),/,),:&&.",) ."-')&-(*, ),'
)."*#.32*(-#)((*,)/.#)()-.')&#(!:"(1-%.")'*(#-1"3."3#







,(6ECED<CCFLF4(&)'",8",(/+2,)(',-( ("'- '-+/'(+,.,-"('D6EL6
,(6ECED<CCFLF4(&)'",8",(/+2,)(',-( ("'- '-+/'(+,.,-"('E6ED6
 (.",/"%%,'%-+"(&)'2' '-.$2-"%"-",(&)'2 4(%6 4) H<FL-(H<GC6

 




DL

()./.#&#4  ),*,)/.#)()-.')&#(!7.")'*(#-,-*)(-1-.".= 1-
+/#,*,#',#&3.)-/**),..")'*(#-<2*(-#)(*&((#(! ),.-7-)1),%.)."-*,#),#.#4
/.#&#4.#)()  -(2*(-#)(*&((#(!.))&>:   .#-)/,,)''(.#)(."..")'*(#-
-")/&#-)(.#(/."*,.#) /-#(!.1)# ,(.')&- ),*#.32*(-#)((*,)/.#)(
)-.')&#(!7(/-."-'')&.)*, ),'."--.*- ),." :)#(!-)1)/&'%."
)'*(#-<(&3-#-'),,)/-.(/,.7-.,'&#(.",0#1) #.-')&#(!7(&&)1 ),
'),)'*&.*#./,) ."*, ),'() &&."*),. )&#)-#.#-0&/.#(!:

1)/&()/,!.")'*(#-.), /&&3)(-#,#.- ')&)*.#)(-:<0-().",
/.#&#.#--/-- /&&3/-)'#(.#)() .'*),,#&3&#(-#(!')&-) #(.,-.-1&&--)&##.#(!
." %) -.%")&,-.)"))-(1')&:",#.,#.".(,!3/- ),2.&3."#-
*,)--'3&-)"&* /&.).")'*(#-(,..".)."-)''(.--.."'(.:

2-2-1  #$ &% # &%  $%

  *%$&$ $

")'*(#-0&)*-0,&-(,#)-.".)'*,#-# ,(.)'#(.#)(-) &)17-7(
"#!" ),-.- ),&)( /&*,#-:"-(,#),-/&.-#(),,-*)(#(!2*(-#)(*&(7,.",
."(# ,#(!2*(-#)(*&(-#(!-/$..)'/&.#*&-(,#)-:#(# ,#(!)'#(.#)(-) 
&)( /& ),-.-1,/-7"-(,#)"-#.-)1(2*(-#)(*&(-*# #.).".-(,#)
)'#(.#)(:-*#.." .."..")'*(#-0&)*'/&.#*&-(,#)-7.")'*(#-#().
./&&3*, ),'*,)/.#)()-.')&#(! ),&&."--(,#)-?*&(-:")(&3,/(.".1--#'/&.
#(1-."- )(-/&-(,#):(/-"-(,#)1-().,/(.",)/!"
."*,)/.#)()-.')&7.")'*(#-1,/(&.)0&)**,-(.0&/) ,0(/
,+/#,'(.-C=->D ),"-(,#):"#-'(-."..")'*(#-(().)'*,.")-.) 
."-(,#)@-*# #*),. )&#)-!#(-.").",:),1)/&.")'*(#-&.)/(,-.(")1
# ,(.*&(-*, ),'/(,# ,(.-(,#)--/'*.#)(-:

2-2-2 !%*% # %$
")'*(#--##(#-)0,3.".=1-#'*&3&)'/-.#)(./,#(-1,&#'#..)
'2#'/'*#.3 .),) OMY:> .)-().**,.".."#-*#.3 .),&#'#.1-**&#.)."
(1-')&#(-.",,#(-.(-#(.",/(1",."-)*,..*#.3
.),)0OMY.1(OMOU(OMPS:,().-/,# ."#(.(.#)(1-.)**&3.")(-.,#(.
#( 7/.().#(7),# ."#-#-().",*,)/.) ."# #/&.3#(/-#(!.1)# ,(.')&-
(.")(-.,#(.1--#'*&3& .)/.#(."*,)--) 0&)*#(!# ,(.-.-) #(*/.-:

/(0

$#+  $#+#  #"! !#!!!

2-3-0  !$.!!#  $  &%!

$ #

$

")'*(#-/-(/(/-/&&3&,!(/',) ')&#(!.))&-7 )/,# ." -*,-"..))&#-
#(&/7('(31),%))%-.)",.,#4)."#(*/.-()/.*/.-: (-0,&#(-.(-71 )/(#.



,(6ECED<CCFLF4(&)'",8",(/+2,)(',-( ("'- '-+/'(+,8.,-"('E6D6
(--!-",'(-)%(("' (-!-!,,-),6

,(6ECED<CCFLF4(&)'",8",(/+2,)(',-( ("'- '-+/'(+,8.,-"('E6FF6

,(6ECED<CCFLF4(&)'",8",(/+2,)(',-( ("'- '-+/'(+,.,-"('D6HG6




 




EC

# #/&..)/(,-.(."*/,*)-(**,)") ."(&3-#-#(.")'*(#-<2&1),%))%-:
)'1),%))%--'.))(.#(#( ),'.#)( ,)'*,#), .".1-().#(!/- ),."#- 7
.1)(&3&,(.",)/!"#-)0,3-%#(!&,# #.#)() .".11,&))%#(!.:(3
1),%))%-)(.#(#( ),'.#)(.".1-",)(/()/'(.7-)#.1-().&,1",
."#( ),'.#)(1-)'#(! ,)'),")1#."(/-:)*,-)(),(.#.3#-#''/(.)'#-.%-
(."'),#(0)&0')&#(!*,)--#-."'),,))' ),,,),.",#-:"#-#-$/-.)(,-)(.)
(,,)1."/-) ')&#(!.))&-(.)&&)1.".))&-."'-&0-.))-'(3) ." #((#&(
).",&/&.#)(-(.+/,3#(!-*)--#&:

&-)&#0,/#(!."(/',) -.*-(.))&-1)/&&&)1.")'*(#-.)*, ),''),
'(#(! /&(&3-#-:(&3)(*&(?-(,#)1--#'/&.#(.")'*(#-<*,)/.#)()-.#(!.))&7
7(.".1-&-).")(&3*&(?-(,#) ),1"#")-.-1,,*),.#(." :%/&"#
!""( $#"'##&'#!$%&#")"#%'$ "&) (','#!$"&""#*,#%
'#!$"&'#!#"&'%'''",$ "&0 #*&'%&#" #&'1.

")'*(#-"0-#.".)(,-)(."3*, ,#-/-."3<0,..))&-
-/**),.#(!."#(*/.-()/.*/.-#(&/#(!9

%,$)&,**')*+*2#&%. +,*+&$)'&)+ %(,) *-#&' %%**
+*##'&)+)2%+ # +0+&)+%)** %,#". +
')&)$##*-#&')4

#,-.) &&7.")'*(#-#().0&/.'/&.#*&--#( ),."#- 7."30&/.)(
-:(.&-.-)') ."-*#&#.#-,/#&.#(.)')&--/"-()'*--7/,),7(
 1"#",/."(.)/-'/&.#*&-) .1,*,)!,'-(-.*-)/.-#."')&:),
2'*&7()'*--,-(2*),.-.(.#,&3#(2&7-)&/&.#)(-/-.)0&)*#(*/.
--/'*.#)(-(."#,)/'(..#)(('#(.)()'*--<#(*/. #&-(*)-.@
*,)--#(!) )/.*/.-(#,.&3&#(%.).")/.*/. #&-:)!#0().",2'*&7)((,.
="(!-.->#(/,),.".1#&&')# 3."/(,&3#(!.-((/(#0,-&&3),-&.#0&3
**&#.)."-./3--:")--./3--(."(,/(#(#0#/&&3),#(."'):
/(,-.(.".#..%-&)(!.#'.))' '#&#,1#."')&( /&&3/.#&#4#.-*#&#.#-7/.
#(-.#./.#)(& '#&#,#.31#."')&#-().!)),-)(.)-.#%1#."')&)0,)(.".#-'),
*)1, /&7..,-/**),.7'),.,(-*,(.7'),/,.('30("*,:


2-3-1 %*%   % # &%  $%$(%% !$. '&
"&#%$&% $
(/**&'(.&#-)0,37." )#(. (.,0(),--%.")'*(#-&,# 3#(!+/-.#)(-,&..)."
*,)/.#)()-.)/.*/.-(."'((,#(1"#".")-1,#(.!,.#(.).")'*(#-<
,0(/,+/#,'(.1),%))%:")'*(#--#.".7="*,)/.#)()-.)'*)((.-) ,0(/





,(6ECED<CCFLF4(&)'",7",(/+2,)(',-( ("'- '-+/'(+,.,-"('E6D6

 




ED

,+/#,'(.- ),."#-*),. )&#),0#&&.-3-.'&0&#(."=)/.B-..#)(3,:-0> #&-=3-)-.>
#()&/'(:> .,,0#1#(!."-3-.')-.-,*),.#(."=)/.B-..#)(3,>)/.*/. #& ,)'
711,/(&.)0,# 3."..")-.-,*),.#(."#- #&1,.")-.-/-#(."
0&)*'(.) .",0(/,+/#,'(.&/&.#)( -1)/&().'.".")-.- ,)'."
)/.*/. #&1#.".")'*(#-<1),%))%,.#(!.",0(/,+/#,'(.-:

"*,)--."..")'*(#-/-.))'#(."-3-.')-.-1#."." ),2#-.#(!
,-)/,-(*#.&)-.- ),(1,-)/,-.)0&)*."((/&,0(/,+/#,'(.--*((
'/&.#*&1),%))%-7) .(#(0)&0",)(/',-71-)( /-#(!.),0#17(1-().1&&
)/'(.('(-."..")''#--#)(7. 7(-.%")&,-(().,*&#..")'*(#-<
,0(/,+/#,'(.-&/&.#)(:

2-3-2 #%% %'$%%)#%
")'*(#-0&)*&0&#4J?@3,",! ),(1,-)/,-)(-#,#( 7/.
/-*)-.@*,)--#(!$/-.'(..)#(&/."*#.&)-.- ),(1,-)/,-#(.") ."-
)(-/&-:),,-)(-.".,/(&,71".",#.,,),),#(.(.#)(7.")-.-) -)&,
')&#( , &.."#(0-.'(..2,#.7/..")-.-#(&/#(."#().:"
)'*(#-%()1&!."#-#-,*(3#(.")'*(#-<,-*)(-.) )#(. (.,0(),-+/-.#)(
O:PR(.")'*(#-*,)0#(/*.:"#&1,)!(#4.".."#-#().-#!(# #(.&3
#'*..",-/&.-7."#-#-,*(3#-(2'*&) 1".("**(1"('/&.#*&-.*-(
')&-,/-.)0&)*( :

/(1 ! !*!! $#
(#.#&&37.")'*(#-#().)(-#,."#'*.) *,#: (#-)0,37.")'*(#--#7
=."')-.,-)(&*,# ),.")'*(#-#-/,,(.&3JM:> "#-#-0,3# ,(. ,)'."
**,)"1.3*#&&3-/.#&#.#-/-@*,#(?),,)(,/.#)()(-.,#(.,(),'&&3
')&:)'/.#&#.#-#(&/*,##(."#,--')&#(!--/'*.#)(-(."()(-#,
).",-(-#.#0#.#-1#."1#,,(!) *,#-:)'/.#&#.#-,..1)---7)(1#.")/.
*,#()(1#."-/"*,#:)'')&)."*,#(.,!.&0&) ,/.#)(7:!:URY3
OMQM:

")'*(#-<-/-+/(.')&#(!#(,-*)(- .). <-,+/-./-JNR(JOR*,.)(
*,#-:")'*(#-#().*,)0#."')&#(!#(*/.()/.*/. #&-.".1,/- ),."-
#.#)(&')&#(!,/(-7/.1,-%*.#&) .")(&/-#)(.".-,."&-.)-.13.)
0)#,)('#--#)(--.")'*(#-<')&#(! ),. &#'-.)-")1:",.#,'(.")#-
'#(",/(1)/&()/,!."')&.)*#.3,-)/,-(#.<-().&,1".
,-)/,-."')&)/&"))- ,)':")'*(#--/!!-..".!-)'#(3&/(#.-,&-.
)-.70(#()'*,#-)(.)-)&,7.JOP*,"/-.". #!/,)/(.-)(&3 ), /&), /&*&/-








,(6ECED<CCFLF4(&)'",",(/+2,)(',-( ("'- '-+/'(+,.,-"('E6FF6
(+$(($'&9   =ECEDCLEK=  =-"('K%,=ECED CE:6
,(6ECED<CCFLF4(&)'",8",(/+2,)(',-((&&",,"('-8,.,-"('D6L6
,(6ECED<CCFLF4(&)'",8",(/+2,)(',-(-8,.,-"('E6D6

 




EE

0,#&H7().*#.&:"#-,#--+/-.#)(-)/.1".",."*#.&)-.-) -1,&-)
)(-#,#( : (#.#)(7 #-)(&3)*.#'#4#(!."#-*),. )&#) ),,)(*,# #(
-#(!&3,.).,'#(."-)@&&&-.)-.*&() --.-1#."'/&.#*&-) &# :-1#."
'(3).",)(,(#(!-*.-) .")'*(#-< 7."-*,)&'-( #23-#'/&.#(! /&&
*&((#(!*,#)C,/((#(!."*#.32*(-#)(')& ),"3,) ."-./3*,#)D7&&)1#(!."
')&.))-'(3,-)/,)*.#'#4.#)(#-#)(-( #((#&&/&.#)(--*)--#&7(
'%#(!."')&#(! /&&3,0#1&3-.%")&,-:

/(2 #"# !# #"
2-4-0 !!# !#%*#%#+  $

$

/-/&&3-/.#&#.#-')&#( -32*&##.&30&/.#(!# ,(.&0&-) -0#(!-81
,)''(.".**,)" ),.")'*(#--1&&: (#.#)(711)/&,)''(9

N: -) -.%")&,*,)--.)-/**),.0&)*'(.) #(*/.- ),." 7
O: /#(!."*,)!,'-)-.- ),')(.#4&( #.--/"-0)#.,(-'#--#)((
#-.,#/.#)(C=H>D7 
P: )(0,.#(!."(,!3-0#(!-.)."/-,?!(,.),3/-#(!."',!#(&7().0,!&)--
,.7
Q: /(&#(!-0#(!-)(-#-.(.1#.")",(.*,)!,'),*),. )&#)-#!(7(
R: )&#(!&0&#47().-@-*(.7*,)!,')-.-:

-. "0*,.##*.#(-.%")&,*,)---.)0&)*#(*/.- ), -#().",
$/,#-#.#)(-:."#(%-#'#&,*,)--)/&1),%1&&#( (./%3()/&/.#&#4."2#-.#(!
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CO2 tons cap with full hourly unit dispatch

Prosym requires combining some ancillary services

Maximize the value of energy storage

Solar provides all charging energy for the battery

Model changes in capacity, O&M cost, heat rate, etc. using different fuels

 Combined cycle multi-mode operation



 Better handling of coal and natural gas fuel switching for the coal steam units



 Solar combined with battery storage



 Better optimized pumped storage and battery operation



 Detailed ancillary services modeling



 Climate Goals

 Our current models, Prosym and System Optimizer, are no longer supported by ABB. Future resource
planning will require more advanced production cost model features such as:

"   

Duke started evaluation of the new ABB models in 2017 and continued through early 2019
Portfolio Optimization is too slow to solve the combined DEC and DEP system
Newest version still has issues modeling all required unit characteristics
User interface is not easy to use and documentation is lacking

 Minimize production costs while satisfying constraints such as unit run times and ancillary service requirements
 Flexible constraint logic set by user – solution optimality vs. model solve time
 Generally better handling of limitations on energy, fuel, and emissions

 New models use Mixed Integer Linear Programming

 PLEXOS by Energy Exemplar
 Encompass by Anchor Power Solutions

 Two other models were selected to provide a comparison to the ABB models






 ABB introduced new models called Capacity Expansion and Portfolio Optimization in 2016

 

No CO2 cost
CO2 tax
CO2 mass cap
Renewable portfolio standard
Retirement of existing units
Ancillary services






Dual fuel option for coal units
Pumped storage and battery operation – detailed outputs
Ancillary services – detailed outputs
Avoided cost calculation (peak and off peak)

 Production Cost Only








 Capacity Expansion and Production Cost

 

 All Minnesota regulated electric utilities will use Encompass for future IRP filings

 User base is limited and company is very small, leveraging other agreements

 Data input and output are simple
 Multiple users can edit data at the same time
 Good documentation but help file needs to be expanded to include some newer features

 Slightly faster than PLEXOS in most scenarios
 User interface is easy to use

 Unit operations were similar between all models
 Expansion plans minimized capacity reserve margin slightly better than PLEXOS
 Encompass and PLEXOS are equally good at maximizing the value of pumped storage and batteries

 Lower overall production costs than Prosym

Encompass was selected as our new production cost and capacity expansion model

 






New plans based on scenarios such as CO2 tax, high RPS requirements, climate goals

Power prices for Duke regions
RTO studies




DC power flow/LMP
Transmission impacts of adding more solar

 Nodal (Available 2021)




 Zonal



 Eastern Interconnect expansion plan

Training for all planning group employees
Benchmark Encompass results to current model runs
Decision regarding use of Encompass for the 2020 IRP expected to be made by early June
Expand model capabilities

 Only Carolinas database was created for the evaluation process

 Anchor Power Solutions will create DEI, DEK and DEF databases from our existing model inputs

 !

  

Each category is broken down into several items
Models were given a score for each item
The importance of each scoring item was also weighted on a 1-5 scale
Total for each item is the score multiplied by the weight

 Encompass had the highest overall score followed closely by PLEXOS






 Four categories – Capacity Expansion, Production Cost, Software Quality, Contract

 Scoring matrix based on a 1-5 scale with 5 being the highest
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Attachment '

This collaborative will be recorded for internal use

May 11, 2020

Day 1

IRP Modeling Software
Collaborative

12. Licenses available at reasonable cost

11. Provide transparency into modeling; access to software inputs, outputs (without a license
preferred)

10. Availability of manual to stakeholders (without a license preferred)

Model Transparency

9. Ability to accurately model economic reserve shutdowns (start-up cost, min down time, run
time)

8. Ability to model ancillary service markets and assign benefits to specific technologies

7. Ability to tie storage charging to a specific technology

6. Storage logic can handle more than once a day charging and discharging as well as long term
storage modeling over weeks, seasons

5. Chronological model instead of using a load duration curve simplification for better renewable
and storage modeling

4. Accepts a non-linear escalation rate and negative escalation rates

3. Captures accurate long term costs of different lived alternatives

2. Capable of optimizing a broad range of retirement dates

1. Ability to optimize to emission limits

Model Capabilities

Software Considerations/Evaluation Criteria (Page 1)
Models to be evaluated whether they have the functionality

8

25. Large user base

24. Additional server not preferred

23. Reasonable model run time

22. Dedicated software support

21. Intuitive interface making it easy to transition from current model

20. Best value for the cost over entire lifecycle, for DTE and stakeholders

Value and IRP process efficiency

19. Market Price forecasting

18. Ability to design a simpler, more transparent, yet still robust approach to IRP modeling by
reducing the number of software platforms

17. Specific storage technology properties such as degradation, storage level

16. Ability to optimize fuel blending

15. Ability to coordinate the IRP modeling with the Distribution Operations long-term plan

14. Ability to run stochastics or other risk analysis on different types of runs including
retirement analysis

13. Ability to change the granularity (down to sub-hourly resolutions) and type of commitment
logic depending on purpose of run (build plan generation or detailed dispatch)

Functionality

Software Considerations/Evaluation Criteria (Page 2)
Models to be ranked against each other subjectively

9

33. Easy exporting of input and outputs with no use of text files

32. Batch Running, ability to use macros and scripts

31. Ability to track who makes the change to a database

30. Automatic reporting

29. Uncomplicated data import capabilities

28. Program that may also work for other DTE modeling groups (e.g. Gen Ops)

27. Straightforward error checking (messaging or other notification)

26. Data visualization within the software

Nice to Have

Software Considerations/Evaluation Criteria (Page 3)
Models to be ranked against each other subjectively
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Exhibit 2

Supporting Comment on PAYS Programs
James Owen, Renew Missouri Advocates
This supporting comment is offered by James Owen, on behalf of
Kentuckians for the Commonwealth, Kentucky Solar Energy Society, Metropolitan
Housing Coalition, and Mountain Association.
I have provided expert witness testimony before the Kentucky Public Service
Commission in two prior rates cases, as well as expert witness testimony and IRP
comments before regulators in Kansas and Missouri. Currently, I am the Executive
Director of Renew Missouri Advocates and was the former ratepayer advocate for
the State of Missouri. In this supporting comment, I explain the potential for PAYS
Programs to help overcome barriers to participation in demand-side management
programs and tap into cost-effective savings potential.

1.

With current economic uncertainty as a real consideration for Kentuckians,

demand-side resources are necessary to offset higher rates based on increasingly
more expensive supply-side resources used for generation such as coal and gas.
LG&E and KU’s (collectively, the Companies) existing energy efficiency programs
are inadequate for such consideration and the Companies should use their existing
legal authority and access to capital to provide expanded energy efficiency
programs. The planning and implementation of such programs will determine their
success. Regardless of how this is done, the Companies should expand opportunities
to achieve greater demand and other cost savings that benefit program participants
as well as all ratepayers generally. Reaching all Kentuckians with demand-side

Joint Intervenors’ Exhibit 2
Case No. 2021-00393
mechanism (“DSM”) programs, regardless of income and energy consumption levels,
can help the Companies achieve significant goals.
2.

Energy efficiency is highly cost-effective and, when compared to traditional

supply-side resources such as coal or natural gas, is the least-cost resource for
electric utilities. 1 While the Companies focus on expensive fuel sources for
generation in their proposed IRP, the least-cost resource (efficiency) is given scant
attention.
3.

According to the Companies’ website, 2 “(c)urrently, 80 to 90 percent of our

energy is produced using coal, nine to nineteen percent from natural gas and one
percent from renewables. (The amount of coal and natural gas generation will
ultimately depend on the relative price of coal and natural gas.) As the utility plan
for the future, we continue our efforts to maintain a diverse generation portfolio and
are continually evaluating potential energy supplies to determine which available
sources would allow us to sufficiently provide safe, reliable, least-cost energy using
commercially-available technologies.”
4.

Investing in energy efficiency as if it were a supply side resource will help

LGE-KU reach their goal of offering safe, reliable, and least-cost energy to
customers. Based on the Companies’ current energy mix, energy efficiency is a more

Cohn, C. 2021.The Cost of Saving Electricity for the Largest U.S. Utilities:
Ratepayer-Funded Efficiency Programs in 2018. Washington, DC: ACEEE. Topic
Brief. aceee.org/topic-brief/2021/06/cost-saving-electricity-largest-us-utilitiesratepayer-funded-efficiency
1

https://lge-ku.com/environment/expanding-renewable-energy/expanding-ourrenewables/expanding-our-renewables-help
2
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effective investment per dollar than any investments in new coal, nuclear, or gas
peaking plants will be. Additionally, with the high LCOE attributed to coal and
natural gas plants in the market today, investments in energy efficiency to replace
or retire existing generation will likely lead to immediate and long term energy
savings for customers. Another way to think of this is that energy efficiency is more
cost effective than 80-90% of the Companies’ current portfolio and is a valuable
resource that should be evaluated alongside future supply-side investments.
5.

The Companies’ energy efficiency programs are often inaccessible to the

customers that need them the most. Renters, low-income households, and fixedincome customers face the highest barriers to participation. The Companies should
expand their DSM programs with the goals of increased equity, access,
participation, customer bill savings, and emission reductions. One key way to
accomplish this would be to implement a PAYS® program, or a similar on-bill
program, to maximize participation and customer energy savings 3.
6.

PAYS®, or programs similar in nature, are employed by multiple utilities

around the country, including rural electric cooperatives in Kentucky. Under the
most recent data (February of 2020) 4 from the How$martKY™ program (a PAYS®
program administered by the Mountain Association), the program assessed 607

For a primer on how Pay As You Save ® works conceptually, the authors of this
comment would direct the reader to this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRoNSsaHJ8U
3

https://www.seealliance.org/wpcontent/uploads/SEEA TOBGuide FINAL UPDATED 2020 04 13.pdf
4
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buildings and offered improvements to 405 member-owners. Out of those, 320
retrofits were completed (a 79% offer acceptance rate) with an average investment
of $7,743. These investments resulted in monthly savings of $51.98 against a $39.98
tariff charge resulting in a $12 monthly net cash flow. Those utilities have seen a
99.6% cost recovery rate, no disconnections for non-payment, and a negligible
impact on rates.
7.

Utilities have made over six-thousand PAYS® investments totaling $50

million in ten states across the country. 5 “Roanoke’s PAYS® investments in
efficiency upgrades generated an average heating peak load reduction of 1.3
kW/home, a cooling peak load reduction of 1.2kW/home, and an average per-home
annualized reduction in energy consumption of 4,228 kWh.”6 The following table
shows where PAYS® is currently being deployed:

5

https://www.eeivt.com/status-reports/

Bickel, Stephen, Ferguson JG, and Kauffman, D. Utility Value of a Pay As You
Save® Energy Efficiency Program. 2020. Proceedings of the 2020 ACEEE Summer
Study of Energy Efficiency in Buildings.
6
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8.

By implementing a PAYS® or similar on-bill tariff program with robust

consumer protections, and treating it as an energy resource, the Companies can
reduce the energy burden faced by their customers while increasing revenue
through the operation of the program. This would be a win-win-win for the utility,
customers, and the communities served. PAYS® Programs have a proven record of
accomplishment in vertically integrated utilities around the country and are
currently being offered by every investor-owned utility in the state of Missouri. The
Companies can build on the lessons learned in Kentucky and neighboring states to
benefit their customers.
9.

Some stakeholders object to PAYS® programs on the grounds that they are

simply loans or financing programs, which utilities state do not fit into their
Page 5 of 7
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business model. However, PAYS® programs should instead be understood as capital
investments made by the utility. Just as utilities make investments in power
plants, transmission lines, and distribution wires, they can also make investments
in energy efficiency improvements in their customer’s homes. Utilities already have
a commercial relationship with the occupants of virtually every building in their
service territories – that is a supplier to a customers’ demand. PAYS® makes it
financially possible and attractive for utilities to capitalize home energy upgrades to
create utility-wide benefits in lieu of investments in generation capacity. This
program harnesses expansive access to low-cost capital for such investments with
terms determined to be just, reasonable, and fair by their regulators. The graphic
below illustrates how inclusive investments via a PAYS program can offer utilities a
return on their investment while improving their customer’s buildings and reducing
their energy costs.
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10.

Investments in a PAYS® program – or something similarly composed – will

increase the utilities’ ability to meet their customers’ electricity needs safely,
reliably, and at the lowest cost while easing burdens on low-income customers.

Respectfully submitted,

James Owen
Executive Director of Renew Missouri Advocates, Inc.
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